Burien Auto Rebuild
Work
Authorization

I hereby authorize the requried repair work to be completed to my vehicle along with the necessary
materials. I hereby grant Burien Auto Rebuild and its employees permission to operate the vehicle here
in described on street, highway, or elsewhere for the purpose of testing, inspection and sublet repair
work. An express mechanics lein is hereby acknowledged on the above vehicle should the need occur, to
secure the amount of remaining balance due.
No vehicle will be released until payent is made in full. Please be certain all payees (including all
leinholders) have endorsed the insurance check prior to completion of repairs.
Accepted methods of payment: Cash, Checks (insurance draft, cashiers or personal only, no 3rd party
checks), Visa & Mastercard (surcharge of 3% of gross sale processed applies).
I understand that parts prices are based upon recent estimating software; however prices may vary due
to varying supplier costs. I understand that all Burien Auto Rebuild’s estimates and final invoices are
based upon flat rate hours as is customary in the collision repair industry, not actual time spent on
repairs. I understand that a flat rate hour is a unit of time given for a certain repair operation and that
actual time spent on a repair operation can vary greatly from the flat rate time given to a labor
procedure.
Burien Auto Rebuild is not responsible for loss or damage to vehicles and/or articles left in vehicles I
case of fire, theft, or any cause beyond our control. Please remove any personal articles from your
vehicle as it may be necessary to have outside companies do sublet work on your vehicle.
Vehicles towed or driven in, then deemed a total loss, or moved to another facilty for any reason by the
customr or insurance company are subject to daily storage charges, teardown, restock, and
administrative fees.
I understand that due to many unforseen circumstances in the repairing of automobiles, Burien Auto
Rebuild can only estimate, not promise, a completion time.
Vehicle Year, Make & Model: ___________________________ Last 6 digits of VIN: _________________
Printed Name: _____________________________ Signature: __________________________________
Date: ____________________________________

